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On Doob’s Conjecture about 
Fine Limit and Julia Point 
J. S. HWANG* 
Department of Mathematics, McMasrer University, Ontario L85 4KI. Canada 
In the 1960, professor Doob proved that iff(z) is a meromorphic function on a 
disk D, then at almost every point of the perimeter of D either (a) f has both an 
angular limit and an equal fine limit, (b) f has every point of the plane as cluster 
value in every angle opening into D with vertex at the point, andf has a fine limit 
at the point, or (c)S has every point of the plane both as cluster value in every 
angle opening into D with vertex at the point and as fine cluster value. He then 
mentioned that it would be interesting to find an example to show that case (b) can 
really occur on a perimeter set of strictly positive measure. In this article. we prove 
this conjecture to be true. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f(z) be a function defined in the unit disk D(lzI < 1) and let p be a 
point on the boundary C(l z 1 = 1). We say that the function f has the angular 
limit v at p, if on each angle A(p) lying in D with one vertex at p, 
limf(z) = u, 
z-n 
where z E A(p). 
If the above limit holds for some sequence of points z, +p, where z, E A(p), 
then the limit u will be called a cluster value off in the angle A(p). The set 
of all such values will be called the angular cluster set offin the angle A(p) 
and will be denoted by C,,,,(f). A point p E C will be called a Plessner 
point off if for each angle A(p) the angular cluster set C,,,,,(j) coincides 
with the extended plane; see Collingwood and Lohwater [3 1. Following 
Collingwood and Piranian [4 1, we shall call a point p E C to be a Julia point 
off, if the rangef(A( p)) covers the whole extended plane except two points. 
Clearly, if p is a Julia point off, then p is also a Plessner point off: Of 
course, the converse is not true, for instance, the elliptic modular function 
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which omits three values and therefore has no Julia points; but almost every 
point on C is a Plessner point; see [3, Theorem 8.21. 
We shall now introduce the concept of fine limit in the sense of 
Cartan-Brelot-Nai’m; see Brelot [2, p. 3271. A set E will be called thin at 
the point p, if either p is not a limit point of E or there is a superharmonic 
function S(Z) such that 
s(p) < lim s(z). wherez E E -p. 
z+p 
The isolated case is not interesting to us and therefore only the latter case 
will be considered in the sequel. 
Following Doob [6, 71, we can now define the notion of tine limits. We 
say that the function f has fine limit u at a point p E C, if there is a set 
E c D which is thin at p and 
V$f(Z, = 0, where z E D - E. 
If there is a set T which is not thin at p and the above limit holds, when 
z + p and z E T, then the value v will be called a fine cluster value off at p. 
With those definitions, we are now able to state the following main result 
which solves Doob’s conjecture 16, p. 5371. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a function f (z) meromorphic in D such that 
f(z) has fine limit at every point p E C; (1) 
each point on C is a Julia point off: (2) 
2. WIENER CRITERION 
According to a theorem of Brelot 12, p. 3271, we know that the notion of 
thinness is equivalent to that of irregularity. It follows from the Wiener 
criterion [ 1 l] (see also the book of Landkof [9, pp. 298, 3081) that a set E is 
thin at a point p E E, if and only if 
where W(E,) is the Wiener capacity of the set 
E,=EA(z:d,+,<lz-pi <d,J, 1 <a< 
d 
a< b. 
d ,I + I 
(3) 
We shall now introduce the metric property of W(E). To see this, we first 
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observe that the relation between the Wiener capacity W(E) and the 
logarithmic capacity L(E) of a set E is the following (see 19, p. 1671). 
W(E) = l/(log l/L(E)). (4) 
Moreover, if E is a disk of diameter JEl, then we have (see 19, p. 1721) 
L(E) = /El/2. (5) 
Finally, we shall need the following subadditive property of W (see 19, 
p. 1411. 
(6) 
3. A SET DENSE AND THIN ON C 
To construct a function satisfying conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1, we 
shall need to construct a sequence of points (z,,) in D for which every angle 
A(p), p E C, contains infinitely many of z, and a sequence of disks T, with 
center at z, such that the union T= U, T, is thin at p. We thus formulate 
the following two necessary lemmas. 
LEMMAS. There is a monotone sequence of points (z,,) in the sense that 
‘n <rn+,+ 1 and 0, < en+ I + co, where z, = r,eiHn, 
for which every angle A(p) at every point p E C contains inflnitelq~ man? 
points of z,. 
ProoJ: The proof is simple; we may just choose (see [4, p. 248 I) 
z,= 1-b eilogn, c 1 n = 1, 2,.... 
LEMMA 2. Let (z”} be a monotone sequence defined b)j Lemma 1: then 
there is a sequence of disjoint disks T,, with center at z, and radius a,, such 
that the union T = U, T,, is thin at every point on C. 
Proof: We first observe from the metric properties (4), (5), and (6) that 
for each E > 0, a sequence of radii a, can be chosen such that the disks 
T,(l z - z, 1 < a,,) are all disjoint and the capacity satisfies 
W(TJ < ~12” and W(T) < E, where T = U T,, c D. (7) 
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For convenience, we divide the disk D into disjoint rings, 
R,= z:l- 
i 
n = 1, 2,.... 
Let {z,,} be classified into {~,,~},j= 1,2,...,j(n), such that 
zn,j E Rn 3 for j = 1, 2 ,..., j(n). 
Then, by (7), a sequence of disjoint disks T,,j can be constructed such that 
.i(rl) 
“ W(Tn,j) < $3 Jr, 
n = 1, 2,.... (8) 
We shall now prove the following union to be thin at every point on C, 
T= (lj ‘; T,,,i. 
n:l .i-I 
Let p E C and choose d, = l/2”. It is geometrically clear that the set E,, 
defined by (3) satisfies 
E,c fi jc Tij. 
i=n j=1 ’ 
By virtue of (6) and (8), we find that 
W(E,) < $ F W(Ti,j) < 2 $= & 
i=n j=l i=n 
and therefore 
This proves the desired result (3) and the lemma is proved. 
~.PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
According to Lemmas 1 and 2, a monotone sequence of points z, and a 
sequence of disjoint disks T, (iz - z,I < a,) can be chosen such that every 
angle at every point p E C contains infinitely many points of z,, and the 
union T = u T,, c D is thin at every point on C. 
We now define the function 
f(z) = g 2”(zu: z ) ’ 
n 
(9) 
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which is meromorphic in the plane and has the poles at z,, n = 1, 2,.... We 
shall prove that this function f satisfies conditions (1) and (2). To do this, we 
shall first show that the functionfis continuous in the complement CT of the 
set T. 
By definition, we can see that 
lz-zz,l > a,, for all points z E CT, 
and therefore by (9), we obtain 
If(z)1 < T ;= 1, n for z E CT. 
n-1 
This shows that the series of (9) converges uniformly in CT and therefore the 
function f is continuous in CT. Clearly, this functionf is also holomorphic in 
the interior of CT. Moreover, the set CT contains the circle C, so that for 
each point p E C, the function f has limit f(p) at p when z -+p and z E CT. 
Since the set T is thin at p, the limit f(p) is the tine limit off at p. This 
proves (1). 
To prove (2), suppose on the contrary that there is a point p and an angle 
A(p) such that the range f(A (p)) omits at least three values. Let z(M~) be a 
conformal mapping from the unit disk D,. onto A(p); then the function 
g(u)) =f(z(w)) omits at least three values in D,. and therefore g is normal in 
D, in the sense of Lehto and Virtanen [ 10, p. 531. From (lo), we can find a 
Jordan arc J lying in ,4(p) such that f(z) tends to f(p) along J. Thus the 
function g(w) tends to the same limit f(p) along the image arc bv(J). It 
follows from [ 10, Theorem 21 that g possesses the angular limit f(p) at the 
point w(p), so that the function f tends to f(p) in any subangle of ,4(p). 
This, however, contradicts the fact that every subangle of ,4(p) contains 
infinitely many poles off. We thus conclude that each point p E C is a Julia 
point off: This completes the proof. 
5. REMARK 
(I). In view of Collingwood and Piranian [4, Theorem 1 J, we can see 
that the function f defined by (9) can be required to be in the Tsuji’s class. 
(II). Earlier in 1960 [5, p. 731, Constantinescu and Cornea 
constructed a function F(z) which is the quotient of two bounded functions 
such that the function F has the properties described in (1) and (2). 
However, this function F must have angular limits almost everywhere on C 
and therefore can give only a partial solution of Doob’s conjecture. 
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(III). The function f(z) constructed in Theorem 1 is only 
meromorphic. We do not know whether a function holomorphic in D and 
satisfying (1) and (2) can be constructed. 
6. HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
In this final section, we shall consider the case of functions holomorphic 
in D. What we can do is to restrict the fine limits in a certain sense. For this, 
we say that a set Tc D is linearly thin at a point p E C, if, for any line 
segment L ending at p, the intersection Tn L is thin at p. In this case, we 
say that a function f(z) has linearly tine limit f(p) at the point p, if it 
satisfies 
?$f(Z) =f(p), where z E D - T. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a functionf(z) holomorphic in D such that the 
function f has linearlyjke limit 0 at every point on C and each such point is 
a Julia point off: 
Notice that this theorem is no longer true if the linearly fine limit 0 is 
replaced by fine limit 0, due to Doob [6, Theorem 7.31. 
Proof: In view of the metric properties (4)-(6), there can be constructed 
a spiral domain S in D so narrow that S is linearly thin at every point on C 
and further the non-Euclidean hyperbolic distance between the two boundary 
curves of S tends to zero. Clearly, the complement D - S is again a spiral 
domain. Let u be a spiral curve lying in S. Then by a theorem of Gauthier 
[8, Theorem 1 ] and Arakelian (see (8, Theorem A]), there is a function g(z) 
holomorphic in D such that 
Re g(z) -+ co as /z+ 1, zED-S, 
and 
I &)I < 13 as Iz1-i 1 and z E o. 
We now let f (z) = eego). Then we have 
f(z) + 07 as IzI-+l and zED-S, 
and 
(11) 
(12) If(z>l > l/e1 as JzI+ 1 and z E u. 
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Since S is linearly thin at every point on C, it follows from (11) that the 
functionf(z) has linearly fine limit 0 at every point on C. 
Finally, if the function f(z) omits three values in an angle A(p) with one 
vertex at p E C, thenfis normal in A(p). Since the non-Euclidean hyperbolic 
distance between D - S and u tends to zero, it follows from a theorem of 
Bagemihl and Seidel [ 1, Theorem 21 that f(z) + 0 as /z I-+ 1 and z E u, 
contradicting (12). We conclude that every point on C is a Julia point off 
and the proof is complete. 
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